**Time for an Adventure**

**Zoom Zoom Zoom**
We’re going to the moon
Zoom Zoom Zoom
We’re leaving very soon
(swing to this beat, or hold hands and sway with a friend)
If you want to take a trip
Climb aboard my rocket ship
(step into the ship; if doing in pairs, one puts arms around the other to make the ship)
Zoom Zoom Zoom
We’re going to the moon
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 BLAST OFF!
(crouch down, down, down on the countdown, then BLAST OFF with a jump)

Tommy Thumb is up and Tommy Thumb is down
(thumbs up on both hands and lift them high, then way down)
Tommy Thumb is dancing all around the town
(thumbs up, dance them in front of you)
Dance him on your shoulders, dance him on your head
(bounce them on shoulders and head)
Dance him on your knees, then tuck him into bed
(fold arms, tucking thumbs under armpits)

On my foot there is a flea
Now he’s climbing up on me
Past my belly, past my nose
On my head where my hair grows
Now he’s crawling down on me
Past my belly, past my knee
On my foot
Go away you flea!
(creep the flea up to your head, and down, then brush him off)

Going kay-yay-yaking in my kay-yay-yak
(paddle your kayak to the beat)
I’m going down the river but I’ll be right back
(make waves, then hold up finger for emphasis and point where you are)
Cross my heart, I’ll be right back
(pat heart, hold up finger again, and point to where you are)
Going kay-yay-yaking in my kay-yay-yak
(paddle again)

The river it is rolling, rolling to the sea
Think of all the things it passes on its long journey
It’s rolling past a ______, and it’s rolling past a ______
It’s rolling past a ______ on it’s long journey
(fill in the blanks for a real, or imaginary trip)
Repeat “Kay-yay-yaking.”
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